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This paper investigates the dynamics of the net-baryon multiplicity fluctuations near the QCD
critical point, within the inhomogeneous temperature and baryon chemical potential profile of quark-
gluon plasma from the hydrodynamics. We numerically solve the Langevin dynamics of conserved
net-baryon density and borrow the temperature and chemical potential profile from hydrodynamic
simulation. It is found that the local systems at different rapidities reach the critical point at different
proper times, owing to the inhomogeneous temperature and chemical potential. As a result, we find
the pronounced enhancement of the magnitude for the net-baryon multiplicity fluctuations with
large rapidity acceptance at the freeze-out surface, which is the consequence of the combined effect
of critical slowing down and inhomogeneous profile.

I. INTRODUCTION

Searching the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) crit-
ical point is one of the most important goals of the rel-
ativistic heavy-ion collisions. The transition from the
quark-gluon plasma (QGP) phase to the hadron phase is
revealed as a crossover at the vanishing baryon chemical
potential (µB ≃ 0) by lattice QCD [1–4]. While the first-
order phase transition together with the critical point is
predicted by the effective theories of QCD at finite chem-
ical potential [5–8]. The most important property of the
critical point is the long-range correlation and large fluc-
tuations. As a consequence, the non-monotonic behavior
is conjectured as the characteristic signature of the QCD
phase transition [9, 10].

The Beam Energy Scan program at RHIC has been
dedicated to exploring the QCD phase structure. The
preliminary non-monotonic behavior of net-proton mul-
tiplicity fluctuations as a function of colliding energy has
been observed [11, 12]. However, the statistics of the
measurement are insufficient to conclude the observation
of this non-monotonicity so far, which is looking forward
to the higher statistics in the coming Bean Energy Scan
phase two program.

On the other hand, the final confirmation of the ex-
istence of the QCD critical point requires the compar-
ison between the experimental measurement and theo-
retical prediction. After decades of efforts, remarkable
progress has been made in the theoretical modeling of
the dynamics near the QCD critical point within the
complex evolution of the relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
Please see e.g., Refs.[13–18] for recent review. Due to the
fast-expanding QGP fireball, the non-equilibrium criti-
cal fluctuations become non-trivial compared with the
equilibrium ones. For example, the magnitude of the
fluctuations is suppressed [19, 20], the sign could be re-
versed [21], and the largest fluctuations not necessar-
ily correspond to the trajectory closest to the critical
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point [22]. Subsequently, several models have been de-
veloped to incorporate the dynamics of the critical ef-
fects. For instance, the dynamics of conserved charge
were constructed [23–26]and non-monotonic behavior of
multiplicity fluctuations with respect to acceptance was
predicted [25, 26]. To investigate the dynamics of the
QGP fireball near the QCD critical point, the dynam-
ics of the critical fluctuations were also coupled to the
dynamics of the fireball as an additional degree of free-
dom, such as the stochastic dynamics of order parame-
ter field in non-equilibrium chiral hydrodynamics [27–29],
the stochastic noise terms in the fluctuating hydrody-
namics [17, 30–32] and the slow mode in the hydro+ [33].

The dynamics of the conserved quantity are of par-
ticular interest because the corresponding diffusion pro-
cess requires time. The correlation between particles far
away from each other preserves the early evolution of
diffusion [25], and the non-monotonic behavior with re-
spect to acceptance could be regarded as the imprint of
the evolving trajectory passing through the critical re-
gion. In addition, multi-particle correlation becomes in-
dispensable as the system is extremely close to the crit-
ical point. Thus, the dynamics of conserved net-baryon
density with higher-order correlation was constructed in
the longitudinal Bjorken expansion system with uniform
temperature and chemical potential profile [26]. It was
found that the pronounced minimum of kurtosis presents
at the intermediate rapidity due to the existence of the
critical point.

In the realistic context, the temperature and chemical
point are not uniform across the QGP profile because of
the baryon stopping effects [34, 35]. As a result, differ-
ent regions of the QGP profile experience distinct tra-
jectories across the critical region [36], and the rapidity
dependence is expected to deform non-trivially [37]. In
the dynamics of conserved variables, the realistic QGP
profile is particularly important because its rapidity de-
pendence on correlation preserves the history along the
evolving trajectory. Therefore, it is essential to investi-
gate the rapidity dependence of the multiplicity fluctua-
tions within the more realistic QGP profile. This work
studies the dynamics of the conserved net-baryon density
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near the critical point within the inhomogeneous temper-
ature and chemical potential QGP profile. With the pro-
file obtained from the hydrodynamic simulation, we can
study the multiplicity fluctuations at freeze-out hypersur-
face. It is found that the magnitude of the second-order
cumulants and kurtosis enhance significantly at large ra-
pidity, which is the consequence of combined effects of
critical slowing down and inhomogeneous QGP profile.

II. MODEL AND SETUPS

To study the dynamics of QCD phase transition, one of
the natural and simple dynamical models is just focusing
on the dynamics of the order parameter field. However,
it was pointed out that the dynamics of conserved baryon
density is the slowest mode of the system near the criti-
cal point when considering the coupling between baryon
density and order parameter field [38]. Therefore, the
simplest description of the dynamics near the QCD crit-
ical point is only considering the dynamics of conserved
baryon density and treating the dynamics of other de-
grees of freedom as the heat bath.

This study focuses on the 1+ 1-dimensional conserved
dynamics of net-baryon density nB near the QCD critical
point along the longitudinal direction in Milne frame, i.e.
the proper-time τ =

√
t2 − z2 and space-time rapidity

η = 1
2 ln[(t+ z)/(t− z)]:

∂τnB(τ, η) =
Dχ2T

τ

∂2

∂η2

(
1

T

δF

δnB

)
− ∂ηζ(τ, η), (1)

with the white noise ζ(τ, η) has only one non-zero corre-
lation:

⟨ζ(τ, η)ζ(τ ′, η′)⟩ = 2Dχ2T

Aτ
δ(τ − τ ′)δ(η − η′). (2)

Here, D is the diffusion coefficient, T is the tempera-
ture, and the transverse area is set as A = 1fm2 follow-
ing Ref. [24]. The equation of nB can be derived from
the conservation of net-baryon number ∂µN

µ = 0 within
the Bjorken flow uµ = (cosh η, 0, 0, sinh η). Please see
Refs. [26, 39] for detail and e.g., Refs. [40–42] for the
further extension.

The effective potential F near the critical point can be
parameterized as [26]:

F [nB ] =

∫
d2x⊥dη

[
1

2

1

χ2τ
nB(τ, η)

2 +
1

2

K

τ3

(
∂

∂η
nB(τ, η)

)2

+
1

3

λ3

τ2
nB(τ, η)

3 +
1

4

λ4

τ3
nB(τ, η)

4

]
,

(3)

where K represents the surface tension coefficient and
is treated as a constant in this study. The second-order
baryon susceptibility χ2, third- and fourth-order coupling
coefficients λ3, λ4 contain two parts: regular part esti-
mated from lattice QCD simulation and singular part

(χcri2 (T, µ), λcri3 (T, µ), λcri4 (T, µ)) mapped from three-

dimensional Ising model (χcri2 (r, h), λcri3 (r, h), λcri4 (r, h))
(here r, h are Ising variables). A complete description of
the parameterization of the coefficients can be found in
Appendix A.
The parametrization of the baryon susceptibility and

coupling coefficients on the QCD phase diagram requires
the time evolution profiles for the QGP fireball: temper-
ature T (τ, η) and chemical potential µ(τ, η). The time
evolution of the QGP profiles is obtained from the 3+1-
d hydrodynamic MUSIC simulation [43], as in Ref.[22].
The initial profiles constructed from the transport model
AMPT [44] and the Equation of State are input with the
lattice simulation results, incorporating with a critical
point [45]. To roughly fit the experimental measurement
of Au+Au collisions at 19.6GeV, such as the multiplicity,
spectra, and flow, the parameters for the hydrodynamic
model are set as [22]: the starting proper time for the
AMPT initial condition τ0I = 0.4fm, the starting time
for the hydrodynamic evolution τ0h = 1.2fm, the specific
shear and bulk viscosity η/s = 0.08, ζ/s = 0.01, and the
switching energy density from QGP to hadronic phase
esw = 0.1GeV/fm

3
. We fix the position of the critical

point as (Tc, µc) = (0.16GeV, 0.155GeV). To illustrate
the effects of the realistic QGP profile, we perform the
simulation with two scenarios:

1. Scenario I: We extract the temperature and
chemical potential along the longitudinal direction
by averaging the temperature and chemical poten-
tial profiles over the whole QGP fireball with the
energy density as the weight: T (τ, η) = ⟨T (τ,x)⟩
and µ(τ, η) = ⟨µ(τ,x)⟩. T (τ, η) and µ(τ, η) profile
from hydrodynamic simulation at 19.6GeV with 0−
5% centrality is presented in Figs. 1

2. Scenario II: For comparison, we also study the
net-baryon density dynamics within the uniformed
background of temperature and chemical potential
along the longitudinal direction. The temperature
and chemical potential along the longitudinal di-
rection are fixed the ones at η = 0: T (τ, η) =
⟨T (τ, x⊥, η = 0)⟩ and µ(τ, η) = ⟨µ(τ, x⊥, η = 0)⟩.

As depicted in the upper panel of Figs. 1, the temper-
ature T (τ, η) is highest at the center of the fireball and
decreases with increasing rapidity η, and this behavior
becomes smoother as a function of proper time τ . Con-
versely, the chemical potential µ(τ, η) reaches its mini-
mum at the fireball’s center and exhibits a larger value
for higher rapidity. This behavior illustrates the baryon-
stopping effects along the longitudinal direction. This
study only focuses on the dynamics with the QGP fire-
ball, there is no value outside the fireball as the system
has freeze-out and turned into the hadronic phase.
It requires the solution of the Eq.(1) to obtain the time

evolution of the net-baryon density along the longitudi-
nal axis. In the case of the linear stochastic diffusion
equation, without cubic and quartic terms of Eq.(1), the
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of the temperature T (upper panel)
and chemical potential µ (lower panel) profiles in the rapid-
ity η space, obtained from the hydrodynamic simulation of
Au+Au collisions at 19.6GeV with 0− 5% centrality. The T
and µ profiles are depicted from τ0 = 3fm, the starting time
of Eq.1.

dynamics of net-baryon density can be solved analyti-
cally. However, it requires numerical simulation of the
non-linear equation Eq.(1) when considering cubic and
quartic terms. One of the most popular algorithms for
this diffusive stochastic equation is the explicit Forward
or Backward Euler Method. However, the Euler Method
is conditional stable and the numerical simulation is ex-
tremely inefficient near the critical point. In this work,
we perform, the numerical simulation of Eq.(1) with the
Saul’yev scheme, which is an explicit unconditional sta-
ble scheme. In 1957, V.K.Saul’yev proposed the so-called
asymmetric methods in the simulation of diffusion equa-

tion [46, 47] and has been successfully implemented in the
study of Cahn-Hilliard equation [48]. For the detailed nu-
merical implementation of Eq.(1), please see Appendix.B.
With the configuration of the net-baryon density

nB(τ, η) after solving Eq.(1), we are able to study the
dynamics of the multiplicity fluctuations, which can be
calculated as follows:

C1 = ⟨NB⟩, C2 = ⟨(δNB)
2⟩,

C4 = ⟨(δNB)
4⟩ − 3⟨(δNB)

2⟩2, (4)

and σ2 = C2, κσ
2 = C4/C2. Here NB =

∫∆η

−∆η
dηnB(τ, η)

denotes the multiplicity of net-baryon, ⟨· · · ⟩ represents
averaging over the events and the multiplicity event-by-
event fluctuations are defined as δNB = NB − ⟨NB⟩.
After the evolution of the net-baryon density with

the QGP profile, systems freeze out and turn into the
hadronic phase when the energy density is below the
switching energy density esw. The freeze-out hyper-
surface from the hydrodynamic simulation is employed
and shown as the edge of the QGP profile in Figs.1. To
calculate the multiplicity fluctuations after freeze-out, we
employ the Cooper-Frye formula [49]:

NB = g

∫
d3p

(2π)3
1

p0

∫
dσµp

µf(x,p), (5)

where g is the spin degeneracy and we take the Boltz-
mann approximation:

f(x,p) = exp[−(pµu
µ − µ)/T ]. (6)

Following Refs. [30, 39, 50], we employ the Bjorken
limit: dσµp

µ = dx⊥dητfm⊥ cosh(η − y) and pµu
µ =

m⊥ cosh(η− y), with m⊥ =
√
p2
⊥ +m2 and p⊥ is trans-

verse momentum. Therefore, the expression of NB reads:

NB =
2gA

(2π)2

∫ ∆η

−∆η

dητf exp

(
µ

T

)
T 3

(
m

T

)2

K2

(
m

T

)
,

(7)

where Kn(x) is the irregular modified Bessel function of
order-n. The integral over the transverse space dx⊥ is
represented by A = 1fm2 [24]. As there is only one fluc-
tuating variable nB in this framework, following Ref.[39],
the multiplicity fluctuations is obtained as

δNB =
2gAm2

(2π)2

∫ ∆η

−∆η

dη exp

(
µ

T

)
δnB(τf , η)

χ2
K2

(
m

T

)
,

(8)

by considering the definition of the susceptibility δµ =
δnB(τf , η)/(τfχ2) in Milne frame. Here, the integration
over dη is performed at the edge of the hydrodynamic
profile, the freeze-out surface. The fluctuations of the
net-baryon density nB(τf , η), as well as the tempera-
ture T (τf , η), chemical potential µ(τf , η) and suscepti-
bility χ2(τf , η) are also extracted from the hypersurface.
Various orders of the cumulants of the multiplicity fluc-
tuations are calculated as Eq.(4) accordingly.
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FIG. 2. Scenario I:Time evolution of the second order net-
baryon susceptibility χ2 (upper panel) and fourth order cou-
pling coefficient λ4 (lower panel) profiles in the rapidity η
space.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This work focuses on the inhomogeneous QGP back-
ground effects on the dynamics of the conserved net-
baryon fluctuations near the QCD critical point. The in-
homogeneous temperature and chemical potential profile
are extracted from the hydrodynamic simulation. This
section will show the net-baryon susceptibility and cou-
pling constants within the inhomogeneous profile, as well
as its impact on the dynamics of the net-baryon density
near the QCD critical point.

Figs.2 plot the time evolution of second-order net-
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FIG. 3. Scenario II: Similar with Fig.2, but within the uni-
form temperature T and chemical potential µB profile across
rapidity η.

baryon susceptibility χ2(τ, η) and fourth-order coupling
coefficient λ4(τ, η) across the QGP profile. Due to the in-
homogeneous temperature and chemical potential across
rapidity space 1, the local regions at different rapidities
reach the critical point (Tc, µc) at varying times. Con-
sequently, the strength of critical effects varies along the
rapidity axis for a given proper time. As shown in Fig.2,
the local regions at finite rapidities (around η = ±2) are
the points closest to the QCD critical point, owing to
the combined influence of the inhomogeneous T (η) and
µB(η). Therefore, it is natural to expect that multiplic-
ity fluctuations would exhibit nontrivial behavior in re-
sponse. For the comparison, Scenario II, the time evo-
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FIG. 4. Rapidity acceptance ∆η dependence of the second or-
der multiplicity fluctuations σ2/∆η (upper panel) and kurot-
sis κσ2 (lower panel). Curves with different colors correspond
to the multiplicity fluctuations at different proper times τ .
Dashed for the inhomogeneous profile (Scenario I) and solid
for the uniform ones (Scenario II).

lution of the coefficients for the uniform temperature and
chemical potential has also been shown in Fig.3, where
the proper time evolution of χ2 and λ4 are uniform across
the η space.

With the temperature and chemical potential profile
obtained from hydrodynamic simulation, it is possible
to study the net-baryon number fluctuations during the
QGP evolution. Let’s start with the rapidity dependence
of the net-baryon number fluctuations. Figs.4 show the
rapidity dependence of the net-baryon number fluctua-
tions with fixed proper time τ = 3.9, 4.8 and 7.5fm, re-
spectively. The second order net-baryon number cumu-
lant σ2/∆η (kurtosis κσ2) shows non-monotonic behavior
with increasing rapidity and reaches a maximum (min-
imum) at small ∆η, which agrees with previous stud-
ies [25, 26]. One of the most important properties of
the dynamics for the conserved variable is that the dif-
fusion process consumes time (Please see Ref. [25] for
detail). As a result, the correlation between particles
with small ∆η encodes the late-stage dynamics of dif-
fusion, while the one with large ∆η preserves the early
evolution of diffusion. As the system scans the critical
regime, the susceptibility exhibits a peak with increas-
ing proper time τ . Therefore, the correlation behaves
non-monotonically with increasing rapidity interval ∆η,
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of the second order net-baryon suscep-
tibility σ2/∆η (upper panel) and kurtosis κσ2 (lower panel).
Curves with different colors correspond to the multiplicity
fluctuations with different rapidity regions η. Dashed for the
inhomogeneous profile (Scenario I) and solid for the uniform
ones (Scenario II).

which can be regarded as the imprints from the criti-
cal fluctuations. We also compare the σ2/∆η and κσ2

in uniform (Scenario II, solid curves) with inhomoge-
neous (Scenario I, dashed curves) profile. In the case
of second-order cumulant σ2/∆η, the difference between
Scenario II and I is negligible. For kurtosis, the dis-
crepancy is also small at small rapidity but becomes sig-
nificant for large rapidity. This can be understood that
the difference of the transport coefficients (χ2 and λ4) in
Eq.(1) between Scenario I and II becomes pronounced
at large η, by comparing Figs.2 and 3.
Since the realistic inhomogeneous QGP profile has an

impact on the number fluctuations at large rapidity, let’s
focus on the time evolution of the system fluctuations at
different η. With the number fluctuations obtained from
Eq.(4), Figs.5 present the time evolution of σ2/∆η and
κσ2 with different η intervals both for uniform (Scenario
II) and inhomogeneous (Scenario I) profile. In these
figures, solid curves represent the time evolution of the
fluctuations with realistic inhomogeneous QGP profile
(Scenario I), while the dashed curves correspond to the
uniform profile case (Scenario II). As shown in Figs.5,
the discrepancy between these two cases is negligible for
midrapidity interval (−0.7 < η < 0.7), while becomes
significant at large rapidity intervals (1.0 < η < 2.4 and
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1.6 < η < 3.0) [51].
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FIG. 6. The second order multiplicity fluctuations σ2/∆η
(upper panel) and kurtosis κσ2 (lower panel) along the freeze-
out surface as shown in Fig.1. Dashed for the inhomogeneous
profile (Scenario I) and solid for the uniform ones (Scenario
II).

The hydrodynamic simulation provides us with the
temperature and chemical potential profile. After the
energy density drops and below the switching energy den-
sity esw, QGP evolution terminates and freezes out into
the hadronic phase. This procedure defines the freeze-
out hypersurface, shown as the edge of the QGP fireball
of the (τ, η) plane in Figs.1, and enables us to study the
multiplicity fluctuations at the freeze-out hyper-surface.
Following Eq.(8), net-baryon multiplicity fluctuations at
the freeze-out surface are calculated and shown in Figs.6.
For illustrative purposes, we present the multiplicity
fluctuations obtained with the uniform T and µ profile
(Scenario II) but still at the edge of the profile 1. Note
that the freeze-out surface for Scenario II is not the
edge of the profile 1, and the solid curves are presented
for comparison. In the scenario of a uniform temperature
and chemical potential profile, second order fluctuations
σ2/∆η (kurtosis κσ2) display an increase (decrease) first
followed by a rapid decline (increase) with increasing ra-
pidity interval ∆η, exhibiting a maximum (minimum)
at small values of rapidity interval ∆η. This behavior
is consistent with studies on diffusive dynamics near the
critical point [25, 26], suggesting that the correlation with
large ∆η preserves the early dynamics of diffusion. On

the contrary, σ2/∆η and κσ2 in the case of the realistic
QGP profile deviate significantly with uniform tempera-
ture and chemical potential case at large rapidity interval
∆η. As shown in Figs.1, the fluctuations with different
rapidity at the freeze-out surface are determined by the
dynamics with different time τf (η). The significant en-
hancement (decrease) of σ2/∆η and κσ2 is a result of the
dynamics occurring at small τf .
To see this, it is instructive to study the rapidity de-

pendence of the multiplicity fluctuations before freeze-
out. This can be achieved by moving the freeze surface
backward to the smaller (τ, η) region. In Fig.7, the curves
in QGP fireball are depicted, along which the variables at
smaller (τ, η) region are extracted. Figs.8 show the sus-
ceptibility χ2 and C2/∆η along the curves in Fig.7. Here

C2 = ⟨[
∫∆η

−∆η
dηδnB ]

2⟩, where the integral is performed

along the curves in Fig.7. With increasing τ in Scenario
I, one could see the peak of susceptibility χ2 only exhibits
along the curves with small τ and η, and been signifi-
cantly suppressed near the freeze-out surface. This is the
impact of the inhomogeneous QGP profile, in which the
system passes through the critical regime and a pulse of
the susceptibility appears and vanishes rapidly. On the
other hand, during the process of diffusion, the pulse of
the susceptibility near the QCD critical point results in
the large fluctuations C2 at small ∆η, as shown in the
dashed-magenta curve in the lower panel of Figs.8. The
large fluctuations C2 smears and diffuses with increasing
proper time and rapidity, but can not catches up with
the rapid decreasing χ2, which is known as the critical
slowing down effects. In short, the evolution of the T
and µ profiles drives the susceptibility passing through
the critical point, while the critical slowing down effects
preserve the memory of the large net-baryon density fluc-
tuations at the critical point. Consequently, the fluctu-
ations in Eq.(8) behave with pronounced enhancement
at large rapidity intervals. On the contrary, one could
see the susceptibility χ2 always has a peak and moves
to larger η in Scenario II, which is expected in Fig.3.
Therefore, the fluctuations at Eq.(8) drop down rapidly
with increasing ∆η even with the diffusion of net-baryon
density (lower panel of Figs.8).

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This work studies the conserved dynamics of the net-
baryon multiplicity fluctuations near the QCD critical
point with the inhomogeneous temperature and chemical
potential profile. The dynamics of conserved net-baryon
density are based on the numerical simulation of the 1+1-
dimensional stochastic diffusion equation. The realistic
QGP profile is obtained by the hydrodynamic simula-
tion and the susceptibilities in the diffusion equation are
constructed based on the temperature and chemical po-
tential profile. In this context, the QGP profile is inho-
mogeneous and the susceptibilities are non-trivial across
the proper time τ and rapidity η plane. As discovered
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FIG. 7. A sketch of the curves before freeze-out. Along these
curves, the susceptibility χ2 and second order density cumu-
lants C2/∆η are extracted (See Fig.8) to study the diffusion
of the fluctuations before freeze-out.

by the early studies, the fluctuations of the conserved
net-baryon density behave non-monotonically with the
increasing rapidity interval, owing to the fact that the
correlation function in the diffusion process preserves the
evolution history at large rapidity interval. It is found
that the influence of the inhomogeneous profile is negli-
gible at small rapidity but relatively pronounced at large
rapidity, as the susceptibility in the realistic case deviates
from the case of the uniform profile at large rapidity. Fur-
thermore, the fluctuations on the freeze-out hypersurface
have also been investigated. Comparing the case with
a uniform QGP profile, the magnitudes of second-order
cumulants as well as kurtosis in inhomogeneous profile
present significant enhancement at large rapidity. This
is the result of the combined effect of critical slowing
down and inhomogeneous profile.

Finally, it deserves to be pointed out that this study
of the critical fluctuations is based on a simplified model,
where only the 1+1-dimensional conserved net-baryon
density is considered. Other degrees of freedom in hy-
drodynamic evolution have not been considered compre-
hensively, and are only regarded as the background. As
shown in this paper, the dynamical simulation of the
relevant quantity with a realistic setup is essential for
comparison with experimental measurement. For exam-
ple, the hydrodynamics coupling with the additional slow
modes has been developed [33], and further incorporating
the higher order slow modes, their extension at freeze-out
surface [52], and corresponding phenomenological study
are required for the persuasive prediction.
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FIG. 8. Dashed: The susceptibility χ2 (upper panel) and sec-
ond order density cumulants C2/∆η (lower panel) along the
curves in Fig.7. χ2 and C2/∆η with different colors are ex-
tracted along the corresponding curves in Fig.7(Scenario I).
Solid: The susceptibility χ2 (upper panel) and second order
density cumulants C2/∆η (lower panel) along the curves in
Fig.7 with χ2 profile replaced by the Fig.3 (Scenario II).
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Appendix A: Parametrization

The coefficients of the Eq.(1) require to be specified for
the simulation of net-baryon density near the QCD crit-
ical point. According to the universal analysis, one can
obtain the diffusion coefficient D, second-order baryon
susceptibility χ2, and third- and fourth-order coupling
coefficients λ3, λ4 from the mapping three-dimensional
Ising model. Following Refs. [25, 26], these coefficients
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include regular and singular parts:

χ2 = χcri2 + χ
reg
2 ,

λ3 = λcri3 + λ
reg
3 ,

λ4 = λcri4 + λ
reg
4 , (A1)

where the regular coefficients read

λ
reg
3 = −1

2
χ
reg
3 χ−3

2 , λ
reg
4 =

1

2
(χ

reg
3 )2χ−5

2 − 1

6
χ
reg
4 χ−4

2 .

With the susceptibility, one has the diffusion coefficient
D = Dc/χ2 near the critical point. Dc and surface ten-
sion coefficient are treated as constants: Dc = 16.5 and
K = 0.005.

The regular susceptibilities are obtained by interpo-
lating interpolate between the regular susceptibilities at
hadronic phase χH

n and QGP phase χQGP
n

χregn = χH

n + (χQGP

n − χH

n)S(T ),

where the interpolating function is S(T ) = 1
2 (1 +

tanh((T − Tc)/δT )) and the width of the transition re-
gion is set as δT = 0.01GeV. Following Ref. [39], the
second-order susceptibility χH,latt

2 /T 2
H = 1/3 for hadronic

phase and χQGP,latt

2 /T 2
QGP = 2/3 for QGP phase, where

we set the low-temperature limit TH = 0.1GeV and the
high-temperature limit TQGP = 0.25GeV. For the fourth
order susceptibility, χH,latt

4 /χH,latt

2 = 1 at hadronic phase
and χQGP,latt

4 /χQGP,latt

2 = 2/(3π2) from the lattice simula-
tion [53, 54]. We assume the third-order susceptibility
has the relation χlatt

3 /χlatt
2 = χlatt

4 /χlatt
2 from Refs. [55, 56].

Finally, we have the regular susceptibilities both for the
hadronic and QGP phases:

χH

2 = T 2
Hχ

H,latt

2 , χQGP

2 = T 2
QGPχ

QGP,latt

2 ,

χH

3 = THχ
H,latt

3 , χQGP

3 = TQGPχ
QGP,latt

3 ,

χH

4 = χH,latt

4 , χQGP

4 = χQGP,latt

4 .

The critical contributions χcri
2 , λcri

3 and λcri
4 are con-

structed from the cumulants of Ising model κ2

χcri

2 = T 2
ACcκ2 ≡ ξ2, λcri

3 = λ̃3T (Tξ)
−3/2/T 3

A,

λcri

4 = λ̃4(Tξ)
−1/T 6

A, (A2)

where Cc is mapping constant and chosen as Cc = 4 in
this work. TA is the constant for the dimensional con-
sistency and is set as TA = 0.5GeV. The dimensionaless
coupling constants λ̃3 and λ̃4 have values range (0,8) and

(4,20), respectively [57]. λ̃3 = 1 and λ̃4 = 4 are used in
this study. The second-order cumulant of the Ising model
reads [20, 25]

κ2 =
M0

H0

1

R4/3(3 + 2θ2)
, (A3)

where the normalization constants are M0 ≃ 0.605, h0 ≃
0.394. On the phase diagram near the critical point, the

distance R and angle θ to the critical point are calculated
with the equations

r(R, θ) = R(1− θ2), h(R, θ) = R5/2(3θ − 2θ3). (A4)

The Ising variables (r, h) are connected to the tempera-
ture and chemical potential of the QCD system by the
mapping:

T − Tc

∆T
=

h

∆h
,

µ− µc

∆µ
= − r

∆r
, (A5)

where Tc and µc are the critical temperature and chem-
ical potential, respectively. ∆T and ∆µ represent the
widths of the critical region of the QCD phase diagram,
∆h and ∆r are the ones in the Ising model. These are
non-universal parameters and we use ∆T = Tc/8,∆µ =
0.1GeV,∆r = (5/3)3/4,∆h = 1 in this work. The tem-
perature T (τ, η) and chemical potential µ(τ, η) of the
QGP profile are borrowed from hydrodynamic simula-
tion, which is addressed in Sec. II

Appendix B: Numerical details of Eq.(1)

This appendix presents the details of the numerical
simulation of Eq.(1) and its verification by compari-
son with the analytical calculation in the linear limit of
Eq.(1).
The explicit form of Eq.(1) reads

∂τnB = Dηχη
∂2

∂η2

[
nB

χη
− K

τ3
∂2

∂η2
nB +

λ3

τ2
n2
B +

λ4

τ3
n3
B

]
− ∂ηζ(τ, η), (B1)

with the noise correlator

⟨ζ(τ, η)ζ(τ ′, η′)⟩ = 2Dηχηδ(τ − τ ′)δ(η − η′), (B2)

where Dη = D/τ2, χη = χ2τT .
One of the most popular algorithms for this diffusive

stochastic equation is the explicit Forward or Backward
Euler Method. In this numerical algorithm, Eq.(1) can
be discretized in an explicit form: (ni+1

B,j − ni
B,j)/∆τ =

f(ni
B,j), where the next time step ni+1

B,j only shown in
the left-hand side and can be obtained explicitly. How-
ever, this scheme is conditionally stable because it is only
an approximation to Eq.(1), error will gradually accumu-
late and eventually lead to instability. The situation is
exacerbated as the system approaches the critical point.
To attain stable solutions, the temporal step should be
significantly smaller than the spatial step, such as ∆τ ≤
∆η2/(2D) for diffusion equation ∂τnB = D∂2

ηnB , namely
the conditional stable. This makes the numerical simu-
lation extremely inefficient.
This work implements the numerical simulation with

Saul’yev scheme [46, 47], where this equation can be dis-
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FIG. 9. Time evolution of second-order net-baryon multiplic-
ity fluctuations σ2 as a solution of the dynamics of the net-
baryon density without higher order terms (B4). The green
dashed curve of σ2 is obtained from the simulation with the
Saul’yev scheme (B3) and the red one corresponds to the an-
alytical calculation of Eq. (B5). ∆η = 0.25 here.

cretized as

ni+1
j ≈ 1

r

{(
1−Dη

δτ

δη2

)
ni
j +Dη

δτ

δη2

(
ni
j+1 + ni+1

j−1

)
+Dηχη

δτ

δη2

(
S[ni

j+1] + S[ni
j−1]− 2S[ni

j ]

)
−Dηχη

K

τ3i

δτ

δη4

(
ni
j+2 − 4ni

j+1 − 4ni+1
j−1 + ni+1

j−2

)
+

√
2Dηχη

Aδτδη

δτ

δη

(
W i

j+1 −W i
j

)}
, (B3)

where r = (1+Dη
δτ
δη2 +6Dηχη

K
τ3

δτ
δη4 ) and S[ni

j ] denotes

the discretization of the higher order terms λ3

τ2 n
2
B+ λ4

τ3 n
3
B .

The noise term is discretized into W i
j , corresponding to

the Gaussian white noise with unit variance. ni
j is the

net-baryon density at proper time τi = τ0 + i · δτ and
rapidity ηj = −L/2 + j · δη. In this simulation, the in-
crement in the proper time is chosen as δτ = 0.0018fm
and the spacing of the rapidity is δη = 0.115. The grid
size of the simulation is L = δη ·N with N = 128. The
initial proper time is τ0 = 3fm with the initial condition:
⟨nB(τ0, η)⟩ = 0, ⟨nB(τ0, η)nB(τ0, η

′)⟩ = χη(τ0)δ(η − η′).

As shown in Eq.(B3), the net-baryon density for the
next temporal step i + 1 at grid site j only depends on
the ones of time step i, expect ni+1

j−1 and ni+1
j−2 at right

hand side of Eq.(B3). Therefore, ni+1
j can be computed

explicitly, with the boundary condition of the cell j = 1
given, and the simulation starts the cell from the left to
the right j = 1, · · · , N . On the other hand, the freeze-
out hyper-surface of the QGP profile naturally provides
the boundary of the simulation. At the edge of this hy-
persurface, we employ the boundary condition as follows:
evolving the net-baryon density with Eq.(B3), but replac-
ing the cell outside (e.g.,ni

j+1) with the closest boundary

(e.g.,ni
j) if the cell i fall at the right side of the profile.

To verify the implemented numerical scheme Eq.(B3),
the dynamics of the net-baryon density without the
higher order terms are investigated:

∂τnB = Dη
∂2

∂η2
nB − ∂ηζ(τ, η), (B4)

with noise (B2). This is the stochastic diffusion equation
employed in the previous works [25, 58] and the corre-
sponding analytical solution of second-order baryon mul-
tiplicity fluctuations reads

σ2 = ∆ηχη(τ)−∆η

∫ τ

τ0

dτ1χ
′
η(τ1)

{
erf

[
1

D̄(τ1, τ,∆η)

]
+

D̄(τ1, τ,∆η)√
π

[
exp

(
− 1

D̄(τ1, τ,∆η)2

)
− 1

]}
,

(B5)

where D̄(τ1, τ,∆η) = ∆η/
√

8
∫ τ

τ1
dτ ′Dη(τ ′) and χ′

η(τ1) is

the derivative of χη over the proper time.
It requires the time evolution of χη andDη for the com-

parison of analytical second order multiplicity Eq. (B5)
with the numerical results of Eq. (B4) with the algorithm
Eq.(B3). This can be constructed following the method
of Eq. (A1) in Append A. Here, the time evolution of tem-
perature T (τ, η) is not obtained from QGP profile, but
we employ the Hubble-like expansion [25, 58], T (τ) =

TI(τ/τ0)
−c2s and fixed chemical potential µ = 0.13GeV,

with TI = 0.325GeV and c2s = 1. In this calculation, tem-
perature and chemical potential are constant across the
rapidity space. Fig.9 shows the comparison of the time
evolution of σ2 obtained both from numerical simulation
and analytical calculation. The agreement between these
two methods verifies the reliability of the Saul’yev scheme
in the simulation of Eq. (1).
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